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The Independent Editorial Production Team

Re: MSMS: 1872216238587474 Household's Perception of Climate Change and Human Health Risks: A community perspective.

Md. Aminul Haque, Shelby Suzanne Yamamoto, Ahmad Azam Malik and Rainer Sauerborn

Thank you for your e-mail on December 23, 2011, regarding the changes to the format of our manuscript to conforms to journal style. We have attached a corrected version that includes corrections made according to the journal style.

Point-by-point descriptions of the changes made are as follows:

Abstract: Abstract in the manuscript and in the submission system is now identical and limited within 350 words.

Tables: tables are cited in the methods and results sections are now numerical order.

Tracking/Highlighting: All tracking or highlighting has been removed from the manuscript.

We feel that we have addressed the entire format changes required and hope that the changes correspond to the journal style.

Sincerely,
Aminul Haque

Correspondence about this manuscript should be directed to:
Md. Aminul Haque (aminuldps@gmail.com)